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About the Programme

As quoted by Eric Parsloe,  “Mentoring is to support and encourage people to

manage their own learning in order that they may maximize their potential,

develop their skills, improve their performance and become the person they want

to be”. Gargaon College through its Mentorship programme aims to

create an environment where a mentor can serve as a guide and help

students on both professional and personal fronts for their all-around

development. Under the mentoring programme, every mentor ensures

that he/she fully understands the circumstances and specific needs of the

mentees and supports them in their individual progress. A fresher

Student(Mentee) joining the college is assigned a mentor (teacher) for

three years. The mentors guide the mentees in all matters whether

academic, co-curricular or personal.

To establish communication and a sense of belongingness for each student

with the institution.

Continuously monitor, counsel, guide, and motivate the students in all

academic pursuits.

To identify and solve the personal issues faced by students.

To Advise the students in their career development/professional guidance.

To make the students self-aware of their strengths and weaknesses and take

necessary remedial action.

Objectives of the programme



Circular from the 
Principal's Office 

to the
 Head of Departments
pertaining to assigning 

Mentors to Mentees  

Each faculty member is the mentor of
a group of students allocated to him/
her by the Head of the Department.
Those faculties will continue to be 
the mentors for the same group of

students till their graduation.

The teacher mentor collects
personal information as well as

the mentee’s performance
report regularly  and  provides
the needed counseling to them.

A documented record of the
mentoring process is maintained

by the mentor teacher and the
Head of the Department for

academic purposes.

Process



Circulars Pertaining to Assigning Mentors to Mentees

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-23/Notice%20mentorship%202022-23.pdf
Website Link of the Circulars Pertaining to Assigning Mentors to Mentees

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-23/Notice%20mentorship%202022-23.pdf


 Departments Mentor-Mentee Ratio

Assamese 1: 30

Botany 1: 31

Chemistry 1: 14

Commerce 1: 16

Economics 1: 25

Education 1: 57

English 1: 24

Geography 1: 44

Geology 1: 46

History 1: 38

Mathematics 1: 25

Physics 1: 12

Political Science 1: 66

Sociology 1: 57

Statistics 1: 5

Zoology 1: 21

Mentor -Mentee Ratio



Departmental Mentorship Reports
Assamese

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20Botany%202022-23.pdf

Botany

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20Chemistry%202022-23.pdf

  Chemistry

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20COMMERCE%202022-23.pdf

Commerce

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20economics%202022-23.pdf

Economics

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20Education%202022-23.pdf

Education

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20English%202022-23.pdf

English

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20Geography%202022-23.pdf

Geography

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20Assamese%202022-23.pdf

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-23/compiled%20mentorship%20Botany%202022-23.pdf
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https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-23/compiled%20mentorship%20economics%202022-23.pdf
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https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-23/compiled%20mentorship%20English%202022-23.pdf
https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-23/compiled%20mentorship%20English%202022-23.pdf
https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-23/compiled%20mentorship%20Geography%202022-23.pdf
https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-23/compiled%20mentorship%20Geography%202022-23.pdf
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https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-23/compiled%20mentorship%20Assamese%202022-23.pdf


Departmental Mentorship Reports

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20geology%202022-23.pdf

Geology

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20History%202022-23.pdf

History

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20Math%202022-23.pdf

Mathematics

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20PHYSICS%202022-23.pdf

Physics

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20Political%20Science%202022-23.pdf

Political  Science

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20SOCIOLOGY%202022-23.pdf

Sociology

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20statistics%202022-23.pdf

Statistics

Zoology

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-
23/compiled%20mentorship%20Zoology%202022-23.pdf

https://gargaoncollege.ac.in/pdf/iqac/aqar-data/2022-23/compiled%20mentorship%20geology%202022-23.pdf
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